Assessing the Role of Hemispheric Specialisation, Serial-Position Processing, and Retinal Eccentricity in Lateralised Word RecognitioN.
The advantage for words in the right visual hemifield (RVF) has been assigned parallel orthographic processing by the left hemisphere and sequential by the right. However, an examination of previous studies of serial position performance suggests that orthographic processing in each hemifield is modulated by retinal eccentricity. To investigate this issue, we presented words at eccentricities of 1, 2, 3, and 4 degrees. Serial position performance was measured using the Reicher-Wheeler task to suppress influences of guesswork and an eye-tracker controlled fixation location. Greater eccentricities produced lower overall levels of performance in each hemifield although RVF advantages for words obtained at each eccentricity (Experiments 1 and 2). However, performance in both hemifields revealed similar U-shaped serial position performance at all eccentricities. Moreover, this performance was not influenced by lexical constraint (high, low; Experiment 2) or status (word, nonword; Experiment 3), although only words (not nonwords) produced an RVF advantage. These findings suggest that although each RVF advantage was produced by left-hemisphere function, the same pattern of orthographic analysis was used by each hemisphere at each eccentricity.